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ABSTRACT 
 
Full Name : [Md. Juel Rana] 
Thesis Title : [Decentralized Control of DC Microgrids with Energy Storage 
Systems] 
Major Field : [Electrical Engineering] 
Date of Degree : [January 2017] 
 
The concept of DC microgrid is gaining significant interest due to its several advantages 
over AC microgrid. DC microgrid facilitates high penetration of renewable energy 
sources to the grid and contributes to the global reduction of carbon footprint.  
The voltage regulation of DC microgrid is a challenging task in order to prevent 
circulating current among different distributed energy sources connected in parallel. 
Another crucial issue is to manage active power among the distributed sources, loads and 
connected utility grid. Energy storage systems help to combat these challenges. In this 
work, a small scale DC microgrid is considered which is comprised of photovoltaic 
energy source, local loads and hybrid energy storage system. A decentralized control 
strategy based on DC bus voltage regulation is proposed for energy management in the 
system. Model predictive controller is proposed to regulate the power exchange between 
microgrid and utility grid. Frequency based power sharing approach of energy storage 
devices is proposed for voltage regulation in the microgrid. The system model for the 
microgrid system as well as its control strategies are developed using RSCAD software 
and simulated using real time digital simulator (RTDS) for various operating conditions. 
Real time hardware in the loop experiments are performed to validate the effectiveness of 
proposed control strategies. 
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 فالد ذٍه اٌّٛجٛدج فٟ  اٌرٟ ا٘رّاِا وث١شا تسثة اٌعذ٠ذ ِٓ اٌّضا٠اdirgorcim  CDٌمذ اورسة ِفَٙٛ اي 
 ٠سًٙ عٍّ١ح اخرشاق عاٌ١ح ٌّصادس اٌطالح اٌّرجذدج إٌٝ اٌشثىح، dirgorcim CDإْ ِفَٙٛ اي . CA dirgorcim
. ٚ٠سُٙ فٟ ذخف١ض  أثعاثاخ اٌىشتْٛ
 ٘ٛ ِّٙح صعثح dirgorcim CDذٕظ١ُ جٙذ اي  . ٚ٠جشٞ أ٠ضا ذٕف١ز وٙشتح ٔظاَ إٌمً ٌٍحذ ِٓ أثعاثاخ اٌىشتْٛ
ٕ٘ان لض١ح حاسّح أخشٜ ٟٚ٘ . ِٓ أجً ِٕع ذذاٌٚٙا ت١ٓ ِصادس اٌطالح اٌّٛصعح اٌّخرٍفح ٚاٌّرصٍح عٍٝ اٌرٛاصٞ
إْ ٔظُ ذخض٠ٓ اٌطالح ذساعذ عٍٝ .إداسج اٌطالح إٌشطح ت١ٓ ذٛص٠ع اٌّصادس، ٚالأحّاي ٚشثىح اٌّشافك اٌّرصٍح
  عٍٝ ٔطاق ض١ك ٠رأٌف ِٓ ِصذس dirgorcim  CDفٟ ٘زا اٌعًّ، ذُ اسرخذاَ ِفَٙٛ اي  .ِىافحح ٘زٖ اٌرحذ٠اخ
 الرشاح اسرشاذ١ج١ح ِىافحح اٌلاِشوض٠ح عٍٝ أساط ذُ . اٌطالح اٌضٛئ١ح، ٚالأحّاي اٌّحٍ١ح ٚٔظاَ ٘ج١ٓ ذخض٠ٓ اٌطالح
ٚ٠مرشح  ّٔٛرج اٌرحىُ اٌرٕثؤٞ طش٠مح ٌرٕظ١ُ ذثادي .  ٌرٕظ١ُ حافٍح اٌجٙذ لإداسج اٌطالح فٟ إٌظاَdirgorcim CDاي 
وّا ٠مرشح إٌٙج اٌمائُ عٍٝ ذماسُ طالح اٌرشدد ِٓ أجٙضج ذخض٠ٓ اٌطالح .  ٚشثىح اٌّشافكdirgorcimاٌطماج ت١ٓ 
 اسرشاذ١ج١اخ اٌرحىُ اٌخاصح تٗ تاسرخذاَ ٚdirgorcimذُ ذطٛ٠ش ّٔٛرج ٌٕظاَ , وزٌه.dirgorcimٌرٕظ١ُ اٌجٙذ فٟ 
ذُ ذٕف١ز الأجٙضج فٟ .  ِٚحاواج فٟ ِحاواج سلّ١ح فٟ اٌٛلد اٌحم١مٟ ٌظشٚف اٌرشغ١ً اٌّخرٍفحDACSRتشٔاِج 
. اٌٛلد اٌحم١مٟ فٟ اٌرجاسب ٌٍرحمك ِٓ فعاٌ١ح اسرشاذ١ج١اخ اٌشلاتح اٌّمرشحح
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1 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
The power system networks worldwide are dominated by AC systems. The revolutionary 
advancement of semiconductor technology and the power electronic converters creating 
increasing interest on implementation of the DC power systems. The rising attention for DC 
system lies in the inherent advantages of the DC system over the AC one. Many domestic loads 
such as computers, microwave oven, lighting consumes DC powers and conversion of AC to 
DC causes significant energy loss which is about 10-25% [1]. In industrial applications, like DC 
electric arc furnaces consume less energy than AC furnaces [2]. The concerted emphasis on the 
higher penetration of environment friendly renewable energy sources (RES) into the power 
system is another catalyst for development of DC systems. The DC based RES such as 
photovoltaic (PV) and fuel cells can directly be integrated in the network which avoids the 
conversion stages and thus increase the energy efficiency of the system [3]. The use of energy 
storage (ES) technology which increases the reliability of power supply is more facilitated by 
the DC than AC systems.  
Microgrid (MG) is defined as the controllable local energy network that includes distributed 
generations (DGs), loads and storage systems. Due to simpler structure and higher energy 
efficiency of the DC systems, the concept of DC microgrid is gaining popularity [3]. The 
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technology of AC MG has already been established whereas DC MG technology still requires 
further research to resolve the challenges of stable and reliable implementation.  
The operation of DC microgrid is simpler than the AC grid due to the absence of phase, 
frequency and reactive power. It is required to balance active power to maintain the DC bus 
voltage in a DC microgrid [4]. DC microgrid also does not increase the short circuit capacity of 
the main grid at the point of common connection (PCC) due to the interconnecting AC-DC 
converter and this converter also prevents the power quality problems on the DC side [5].  
1.2 Challenges 
Although, DC microgrids have several advantages over its AC counterpart, it needs further 
improvement in the area of control technology, developing standards and protection system. 
The DC microgrid contains distributed energy sources, loads and energy storage systems which 
are connected in parallel to a common DC bus. The main challenges of DC microgrid include 
regulating the DC bus voltage and effective power sharing among the distributed sources [6]. 
Deviation in the common DC bus voltage will create circulating current among energy sources. 
The power sharing among distributed generators need to be based on their rating or cost 
otherwise it will make the system uneconomical and unbalanced.  
Energy storage system increases reliability of the microgrid; However, single energy storage 
technology is not sufficient for that purpose. To handle intermittency of renewable generation, 
energy storage technology with high energy density such as battery storage is demanded. But, in 
order to take care of the high frequency load fluctuation or power transients the storage 
technology having faster response and large power density is demanded. The composite of high 
power density and high energy density storage technology can solve this problem. Energy 
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management of the composite storage system requires improved control strategy to ensure 
reliability of the microgrid.  
1.3 Objectives of the Thesis 
This thesis work intends to achieve the following objectives: 
 To develop a model of a low voltage DC microgrid with photovoltaic (PV) and hybrid 
energy storage system having supercapacitor and battery  
 To design a new decentralized control strategy for effective power management among 
the different modules of DC microgrid and utility grid  
 To perform real time simulation using RTDS to investigate the performance of the 
proposed control strategy by considering different modes of operation of the microgrid 
and system perturbation. 
 To perform real time hardware in the loop experimental tests using RTDS and DS1103 
controller board to test the effectiveness of the designed controllers.  
1.4 Contributions of the Thesis 
Major contributions of the thesis are listed below. 
 Development of a low voltage DC microgrid model with PV and hybrid energy storage 
comprising of battery and supercapacitor 
 Design of effective control strategy for power management during islanded and grid 
connected mode of microgrid  
 Development of system model and control strategy using RSCAD software and RTDS 
based real time simulation works to verify the controller performance. 
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 Real time hardware in the loop experimental test of the simulated system using RTDS 
and dSPACE platform 
1.5 Organization of the Thesis 
The literature review related to the thesis work is presented in Chapter 2. The literature review 
presents the different control strategies for DC microgrid. The pros and cons of the control 
techniques are addressed. 
Chapter 3 includes system model of a photovoltaic based DC microgrid. Proposed control 
strategies for energy management in the microgrid are presented. Chapter 4 presents the RTDS 
based simulation results as well as real time hardware in the loop experimental results for DC 
microgrid. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and proposes some future works.  
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2 CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 DC Microgrid 
In the recent years, increasing attention to the DC microgrid has been observed due to its 
potential advantages over the AC counterpart such as [6] 
 Control in DC is easier as there is no reactive power and frequency 
 Less number of power conversion stage required thus reducing overall cost and 
increasing efficiency 
 DC system is not exposed to high fault current as it is limited by the power electronic 
converter  
In DC microgrid power sources (renewable or non- renewable), loads, energy storage system 
(ESS), and converter for grid interfacing all are connected in parallel with the common DC bus. 
The main challenges faced by the DC system in paralleling the power sources are: (1) 
controlling the DC bus voltage which is essential for system stability and requires proper design 
of power converter (2) effective load sharing of the sources depending on their rating or cost. In 
this case source output impedance plays a vital role [7]. 
In order to regulate the DC bus voltage and load sharing among the sources a stable control 
system need to be designed. 
In a general manner, the microgrid control system can be categorized as decentralized, 
centralized, and hybrid. The dependence of the centralized controller on the communication 
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channel may jeopardize the system reliability in case of any communication failure [4]. 
Decentralized control does not require communication channel but exhibits poor voltage 
regulation. On the other hand, the hybrid control utilizes the good features of both centralized 
and decentralized control. The aforementioned control strategies may be included under 
hierarchical control. The next sections present the hierarchical control and intelligent control in 
DC microgrids. 
2.2 Hierarchical Control 
3 In hierarchical control, there are three control levels of hierarchy: primary, secondary and 
tertiary. This control architecture increases the system flexibility enabling integration of more 
distributed power sources. This control strategy also works for different operating modes of the 
microgrid: grid connected mode, islanding mode and load shedding or generation curtailment 
mode [8]. 
4 The primary control level regulates the load sharing among distributed power sources based on 
the droop characteristics of the interfacing power electronic converters. The secondary control 
deals with voltage fluctuation control and also responsible for restoration and synchronization 
of DC grid with other grids. The tertiary control handles the energy management [6]. 
2.3 Primary Control 
In order to regulate the output voltage and power sharing among distributed generations two 
methods are used. These are (i) passive control method (droop concept) and (ii) active load 
sharing method. 
In DC microgrid applications, droop control is a widely used method for effective load sharing 
among the parallel power sources connected to the common bus. In AC microgrid, the droop 
concept is the variation of active and reactive power of synchronously rotating AC generators 
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with respect to frequency and generator terminal voltage respectively [9]. But in case of DC 
microgrid the droop concept means the variation of active power with respect to DC voltage. 
The load sharing can be maintained without the need of communication system. In DC 
microgrid, the droop characteristics of power electronic converters can be expressed as a linear 
function of voltage  and current  or power  and voltage [6].  
However, the conventional droop control technique suffers from some drawbacks like tradeoff 
between current sharing and voltage regulation as well as creating circulating current among 
DGs connected through power converters.   
For V-I droop characteristics, voltage regulation is good for small droop but current sharing is 
poor and opposite occurs for large droop. On the other hand, the P-V droop characteristics 
exhibits opposite behavior that of V-I droop [10] [11].  
Therefore, a tradeoff between load sharing and voltage regulation needs to be made while 
applying the droop concept. In the literatures it is found that researchers proposed a control 
strategy to overcome this drawback. For proper load sharing among the interfacing power 
converters to the common bus the droop control method or its variants have been widely used 
[11]. In [11] fuzzy and gain scheduling based control technique is applied to obtain better 
voltage regulation, load sharing as well as energy balance of the storage devices. The droop 
concept is applied to maintain current sharing among different sources connected in a DC 
nanogrid as presented in [12]. 
The problem of circulating current in droop method can be overcome using two methods: (i) 
putting identical series resistor with all DG output (ii) virtual output resistance method [6]. 
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For DC microgrid application second method is more suitable due to its lower loss than first one 
and this method is analogous to the virtual or fictitious impedance method of AC microgrid. In 
droop control of DC microgrid, fraction of the converter output current is subtracted which is 
proportional to the virtual resistance (VR) at no load [13]. In this control scheme the converter 
output current varies inversely with its virtual resistance. The voltage deviation originated from 
droop characteristics depends on load current and the value of virtual resistance. This voltage 
deviation is an inherent limitation of droop concept. To keep this deviation within tolerable 
range, virtual resistance is limited by the equation (2.1) given below. 
 𝑅𝑑𝑖 ≤
∆𝑉𝑑𝑐𝑖  𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐼𝑑𝑐𝑓𝑙𝑖
 (2.1) 
Where, 𝐼𝑑𝑐𝑓𝑙𝑖  and ∆𝑉𝑑𝑐𝑖  𝑚𝑎𝑥  are the full load output current and maximum acceptable voltage 
deviation for the i
th 
converter [14]. 
A variant of droop control named voltage-based power–voltage control method (VbPV) is 
presented in [15]. This method provides almost rated voltage profile that is essential for critical 
loads. It also reduces voltage drops in DC microgrid with long lines and suppresses circulating 
currents. 
The active load sharing methods are categorized into four types: (i) centralized control (ii) 
master-slave control (iii) circular chain control and (iv) average load sharing method. These 
control methods provides better load sharing and voltage regulation than the passive load 
sharing method [16]. However, these methods requires communication channel among different 
modules which makes system complex and reduces reliability in case of communication failure.  
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2.4 Secondary and Tertiary Control 
For stable operation of DC microgrid it is essential to minimize voltage fluctuation as well as 
keeping energy balance at different operating modes. The secondary control corrects the voltage 
deviation introduced in the primary control. Tertiary control deals with the energy management 
strategies for grid connected, islanded, and transition periods. Depending on the type of 
secondary control the energy management strategies can be categorized as centralized, 
decentralized, and hybrid. 
2.4.1 Centralized Control 
The centralized controller takes information from different local parts of the system and sends 
necessary signals for corrective measure to rectify voltage deviation or energy management 
problems. This strategy gives optimal performance but requires real form of communication 
system which makes the system complex and reduces system reliability in case of 
communication failure. 
A two layer battery management strategy in an autonomous DC microgrid is presented in[13]. 
The primary control layer is based on adaptive voltage droop method which regulates DC bus 
voltage and balances the state of charge (SoC) of the batteries. The supervisory control layer 
uses low bandwidth communication system to calculate virtual resistance (VR) for transition 
among different operating modes of the system. However, the incorporation of communication 
system may cause single line of failure which hampers reliability. 
2.4.2 Decentralized Control 
In the decentralized control decisions for any corrective actions are made at the local 
controllers. Decentralized control can be (a) with communication and (b) without 
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communication. In the decentralized control with communication system information is shared 
between different modules of the microgrid but decisions are made at local controllers. 
(a) With Communication 
The droop control method with low bandwidth communication (LBC) system has been used for 
restoration of DC bus voltage and current sharing among converters [17]. Here, local current 
and voltage controllers were used for each converter for proper current sharing and voltage 
regulations. The LBC was used to exchange voltage and current information among converters. 
However, the system exhibits oscillatory behavior with large communication delay as large as 1 
second. 
The operation of a hybrid AC-DC microgrid is presented in [18]. The authors designed 
hierarchical control on the DC side and employed droop control in primary level of control for 
proper DC output load current sharing. The voltage deviation originated from droop control was 
tackled by LBC based secondary control. The effect of communication delay both in secondary 
and tertiary control level was simulated by Eigen value analysis to validate stability margin. 
In [10] authors proposed decentralized droop based control strategy in order to achieve effective 
load sharing and better voltage regulation in low voltage DC microgrid. They used low 
bandwidth communication (LBC) to overcome the shortcomings of conventional droop control. 
In [19] the authors proposed a coordination strategy among different units of DC microgrid 
using power line signaling (PLS). Here, power line is used as a communication channel to 
exchange information among different units. The units injects sinusoidal signal with specific 
frequency into common DC bus from the primary control loop to share information with each 
other and upon reading the signal from primary controller the units local controller respond 
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accordingly by changing their mode of operation. Any deviation in the common bus voltage due 
to local controller actions is tackled by secondary control. However, this control strategy suffers 
from slow communication speed through power line signaling. 
(b) Without Communication 
Communication free decentralized control has been presented in [20] to acquire balanced load 
sharing among energy storage units. In this work, state of charge (SoC) based adaptive droop 
control is used where the storage units discharge power based on their droop setting that is 
inversely proportional to their SoC. The storage with large SoC discharge faster and vice versa 
which gradually leads to equal SoC of the units. The authors extended their work in [21] by 
presenting double quadrant SoC based droop control method which considers both charging and 
discharging mode of operation.  
A decentralized energy management strategy of a low voltage stand-alone DC microgrid is 
presented in [22]. The control technique is based on bus signaling method. A secondary control 
is used to restore voltage deviation caused by primary control. To ensure reliable service of a 
DC microgrid having critical load a control strategy based on DC bus signaling method is also 
presented in [23]. 
In [24] decentralized control strategy is proposed for autonomous operation of a hybrid 
microgrid. The control method regulates local power sharing in individual network (AC/DC), 
global power sharing between AC and DC network and distributed power sharing among 
distributed storages. The droop based local control modules can operate independently without 
the need of communication link and thus increase reliability. 
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2.4.3 Hybrid Control 
In order to achieve better result, the hybrid control structure accommodates the advantages of 
aforementioned techniques for better performance. A hybrid control strategy is proposed for 
optimal operation of a stand-alone DC microgrid in [25]. As part of the central energy 
management the authors used communication system to observe bus voltages, power flow and 
converter status. In case of any failure of communication link, DC bus signaling technique is 
proposed as back up control strategy. 
2.5 Intelligent Control 
For extremely complex and uncertain system the intelligent control techniques performs better 
than classical ones. In the literatures use of intelligent control techniques has been reported for 
DC microgrid applications. 
In [11] the authors used fuzzy logic control and gain scheduling technique for proper controlling 
of electric double layer capacitor storage system. Here gain scheduling is used for voltage 
control and fuzzy logic is used for balancing the stored energy. Application of Fuzzy logic 
control for DC voltage control was also reported in [26]. 
2.6 Energy Storage System (ESS) 
In microgrid applications, normally the generation capacity is very close to the load power 
demand. Energy storage system is essential for stable operation of DC microgrid in case of any 
discrepancy between the total generation and total load of the system. One of the goal of 
microgrid application is to facilitate the integration of the renewable energy sources. But the 
intermittent power generation from the renewable sources may cause the instability in the 
system especially in islanded mode of operation of microgrid. In microgrid, energy storage 
system serves as spinning reserve in the conventional power system to maintain the power 
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balance [27]. Quick response ESS can effectively minimize electromechanical oscillations in 
the power system by sharing sudden change in power requirement [28]. Therefore, in DC 
microgrid energy storage system is required to maintain stability, increase penetration of 
renewables and also to improve the power quality. 
In the literatures, various energy storage system have been reported for use in the DC microgrid 
application such as batteries [29], electric double layer capacitors [30], flywheel energy storage 
(FES) [31]  and superconducting magnetic energy storage system (SMES) [32]. 
2.6.1 Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) 
Battery stores energy electrochemically and it is one of the most cost effective energy storage 
technologies. Battery energy storage system is formed by series and parallel combination of low 
voltage/power battery module in order to get the desired electrical characteristics. In microgrid 
applications, lead-acid batteries are widely used to form BESSs for their high energy density. 
Lead-acid batteries can be valve regulated and flooded type. The valve regulated battery is more 
reliable due to its less maintenance requirement [33][34][35]. 
In [29] the authors presented the control of BESS for both grid connected and islanded mode of 
a PV based DC microgrid. They validated the simulation results with experimental test and used 
lead-acid batteries for that purpose. The results demonstrated the efficacy of proposed control 
scheme in controlling DC voltage and maintain stable microgrid operation. 
The operation and control system of DC microgrid consisting of wind generation, battery 
energy storage system, variable loads and AC grid has been presented in [36]. The authors 
proposed control system to maintain DC voltage of microgrid for three operating modes: normal 
grid connected mode, grid fault mode and islanded mode. 
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A power flow control strategy of an islanded hybrid AC-DC microgrid consisting of PV system, 
battery energy storage and pulse load was presented in [37]. The proposed coordinated control 
strategy was demonstrated with simulation results. 
2.6.2 Electric Double Layer Capacitors (EDLC) 
Electric double layer capacitor (EDLC) consists of two electrodes inserted into an electrolyte 
and separated by dielectric material. The two electrodes of the capacitor hold micropores and 
provide surfaces for the charges to build up. Electrostatic energy is stored in the dielectric 
material. The EDLCs are also known as ultra-capacitors or  supercapacitors[38]. 
The EDLCs have high power density compared to battery energy storage. They exhibits faster 
response, need low maintenance and have longer life cycles due to absence of chemical 
reaction. However, due to their limited energy storage capability they are suitable for short term 
storage [39][38].  
In [40] supercapacitor is used as main energy storage system for a low voltage bipolar 
residential DC microgrid. The supercapacitor storage system is used for regulating the DC bus 
voltage during islanding mode and for voltage clamping during grid connected mode if DC 
distribution voltage exceeds the maximum limit. 
Energy management in a droop controlled DC microgrid using supercapacitor is proposed in 
[41]. The supercapacitor energy storage system is used to compensate the surge current caused 
by the step change in the load. Virtual impedance method is used to decouple the power transfer 
between supercapacitor and other distributed generations in the microgrid.  
The control system of ultra-capacitor based energy storage system employed in DC microgrid is 
proposed in [30]. The authors proposed a Proportional Integral Resonant (PIR) controller to 
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regulate the DC bus voltage by controlling the charging and discharging of ultra-capacitor under 
all operating condition of microgrid.  
2.6.3 Flywheel 
4 Flywheel storage system works in the way that it stores energy in the spinning mass when the 
mass is accelerated by an electrical drive. The stored energy can be retrieved by making the 
machine to work in the regenerative breaking to slow down the mass. Flywheel provides fast 
response, high storage capacity and high efficiency. But, flywheel storage system can store 
energy for short duration only [38]. 
5 In [31] the authors used a squirrel cage induction motor as flywheel in DC microgrid. The 
flywheel controls the DC voltage by absorbing or supplying load generation imbalance.  
6 Flywheel energy storage system to use with DC microgrid is also reported in [42]. The authors 
used active disturbance rejection control to improve the performance of the flywheel energy 
storage system. 
2.6.4 Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES) 
In SMES energy is stored in the magnetic field when current passes through an inductor. The 
term superconducting originates from the fact that the inductor is fabricated from a 
superconducting material which shows zero resistance at low temperature. The stored energy in 
the inductor owing to the application of positive voltage is transferred back to the electrical 
system with the application of reverse voltage across the inductor. It provides high efficiency 
and faster response, but this storage technology is costly [38]. 
The SMES is used for enhancing low voltage ride through capability and minimizing power 
fluctuation in a DC microgrid with doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) based wind turbine 
[32].  
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In [43] SMES is used for improving transient performance of the microgrid. For improving fault 
ride through capability SMES is used in conjunction with fault current limiter which enables 
smooth transition between grid connected and islanded modes of microgrid. 
2.6.5 Hybrid Energy Storage  
A single type of energy storage system is not sufficient for effective energy management in 
different operating modes of renewables based microgrid. To compensate for the system 
oscillation caused by uncertainty of renewable power generation energy storage system of 
higher energy density is required. On the other hand, the high frequency oscillation caused by 
quick load variation or fault in the system needs energy storage system having higher power 
density and faster response. To achieve both requirements a hybrid energy storage system need 
to be adopted. 
A composite energy storage system comprised of battery energy storage (high energy density) 
and ultra-capacitor (high power density) was presented in [44]. Dual active bridge DC-DC 
converter was used as the interface between storage system and DC grid. Active energy 
management strategy between battery and ultra-capacitor was demonstrated with case studies 
and results were validated with experimental setup.  
The energy management of a decentralized generation system  including wind generation, PV 
and energy storage system is presented in [45]. The authors proposed frequency approach to 
share the fluctuating power of wind/load between ultra-capacitor and battery storage. They also 
used polynomial controller to estimate the energy storage capacity. 
2.7 Summary of Literature Review 
The literature review conducted for this work presents the different control strategies for DC 
microgrid applications. The control strategies include hierarchical control and intelligent 
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control. The hierarchical control includes all the control levels for the microgrid operation such 
as primary, secondary and tertiary control. In general, these control level has also been 
categorized as centralized, decentralized and hybrid control. The use of centralized controller 
may disrupt the system operation in case of any failure in the communication link required for 
this. Furthermore, the use of communication system increases the complexity and overall cost 
of the system. 
The communication free decentralized control schemes have widely been reported in the 
literatures due to their less complexity and higher reliability of operation. The autonomous 
decentralized control strategies also increase the flexibility in the system facilitating the 
integration of distributed generation in the DC microgrid. 
The high integration of intermittent renewable energy sources to the microgrid poses system 
instability by creating load generation imbalance. To take care of this incident the use of energy 
storage system has been reported in the literatures. Among all other storage system BESS and 
EDLC have been widely used for DC microgrid applications. Having high power density BESS 
can regulate the DC bus voltage by supplying or absorbing power imbalance in the grid. On the 
other hand, EDLC has low power density but faster response than BESS. This is why EDLC can 
provide fast compensation for voltage fluctuation during transients. Therefore, to handle low 
frequency as well as high frequency disturbances in the system a hybrid energy storage system 
is essential.  
In order to overcome the complexity and lower reliability associated with the centralized control 
strategy, this thesis aims to employ decentralized control technique for operation of the DC 
microgrid. Decentralized control based on DC bus signaling is proposed which uses bus voltage 
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as the information carrier to maintain the power balance in the microgrid. The proposed control 
strategy not only simplifies the control approach but also improves the reliability of the system.  
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3 CHAPTER 3 
SYSTEM MODEL AND CONTROL DESIGN 
3.1 System Model 
A PV based small scale DC microgrid has been considered in this work as shown in Figure 3.1. 
The DC microgrid is connected with the utility grid through bidirectional voltage source 
converter and contains PV as the renewable energy source. Different types of local loads 
(resistive and power electronic interfaced) have been considered lumped. PV panel, energy 
storage system (ESS) and voltage source converter (VSC) are connected to the common DC 
bus. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of DC microgrid 
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The purpose of the energy storage unit is to smooth out the power fluctuation caused by 
variation in the renewable power generation, load and utility power demand. Single kind of 
energy storage system is not capable of handling the power fluctuation as well as the transients 
caused by these power variations.  As suggested by theory of Ragone plot [46] hybrid storage 
system comprised of battery and supercapacitor has been considered to overcome this problem. 
Hybrid system has the characteristics of both high power and high energy density as well as 
extends the battery lifetime.   
3.2 PV Modeling 
The PV array is connected to the DC microgrid as a distributed generator (DG) unit through 
buck converter. The equivalent circuit model of the PV array [47] is shown in Figure 3.2.The 
equivalent circuit consists of a light dependent current source, p-n junction diode, series and 
shunt resistance. The currents of the circuit are represented by equations  (3.1)-(3.4) [48]. 
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9 Figure 3.2: PV array model 
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13 Where, 
14 ID   :  diode current,  
15 ISH  :  current through shunt resistor, 
16 VPV  and IPV :  PV panel voltage and current respectively 
17 IL  :  light generated current,  
18 I0  :  diode saturation current,  
19 RS and RSH :  series and parallel resistance respectively  
20 a  :  diode modified ideality factor given by equation  
 
q
nkTN
a s  (3.5) 
21 Where, 
22 NS  :  number of cells in the PV panel,  
23 n  :  ideality factor (it has a value between 1 to 2 for real diode)          
24 k  :  Boltzmann‘s constant,  
25 T  :  cell temperature and  
26 q  :  electronic charge 
 
3.3 Modeling of Buck Converter 
The buck converter has been used as an interface between PV and DC link. The main task of 
buck converter is to regulate the unregulated PV output voltage based on the reference voltage 
generated from maximum power point tracking (MPPT) controller. The reference voltage from 
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MPPT is for the maximum power generation from PV. The circuit diagram of the buck 
converter is shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: Buck converter 
The buck converter has two modes of operation. In mode 1, the switch is turned on, which 
increases the inductor current linearly. In mode 2, the switch is turned off, the diode get forward 
biased and the energy stored in inductor in mode 1 cause the current flow. In this case, inductor 
current decreases linearly. The differential equation representing  the DC buck converter model 
is obtained as follows [49]: 
In mode 1, applying KVL we can write 
 𝑉𝑃𝑉 − 𝐿𝐵
𝑑𝐼𝐵
𝑑𝑡
− 𝑉𝐷𝐶 = 0 (3.6) 
 
 
𝑑𝐼𝐵
𝑑𝑡
=
𝑉𝑃𝑉 − 𝑉𝐷𝐶
𝐿𝐵
 (3.7) 
 
The DC link voltage in terms of PV output voltage is expressed as following equation. 
 
 𝑉𝐷𝐶 = 𝐷𝑉𝑃𝑉  (3.8) 
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 𝐼𝐵 = 𝐷𝐼𝑃𝑉  (3.9) 
Where, 
LB           : buck converter inductor 
IB            : buck converter inductor current 
D            : duty of the buck converter 
VDC         : DC link voltage 
CDC         : DC link capacitor 
IDC          : DC link current  
The value of the inductor can be calculated from the following equation. 
 𝐿𝐵 = (𝑉𝑃𝑉 − 𝑉𝐷𝐶 )
1
𝑓
∗
𝑉𝐷𝐶
𝑉𝑃𝑉
∗
1
𝐿𝐼𝑅 ∗ 𝐼𝐵
 (3.10) 
Where, 
f : switching frequency of the buck converter  
LIR     : inductor current ratio expressed as a percentage of IB 
3.4 Battery Modeling 
Lithium-ion battery model has been considered in this work for its higher efficiency and cycle 
life compared to the conventional lead-acid batteries [50]. Although different kinds of electrical 
equivalent model of battery are found in the literature, most of them fall within three types: 
Thevenin, impedance, and runtime based models. However, any of these models alone cannot 
predict I-V and runtime performance precisely in the simulation environment. The simplest 
Thevenin based model with a series resistor and a parallel RC network unable to predict battery 
runtime. Although its derivative model [51] can predict runtime, it suffers from error and high 
complexity. Impedance based models works with particular temperature and state of charge 
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(SoC) which fails to predict battery runtime [52]. Complex runtime based model [53] can 
simulate DC voltage response and battery runtime for a fixed discharge current. However, it 
fails to predict voltage response and runtime for varying load currents. To overcome these 
problem the battery model considered here is a combination of features of aforementioned three 
basic electrical models [54]. The nonlinear electrical battery model is shown in Figure 3.4 [54]. 
In this model, VBatt, IBatt and VOC stands for battery output voltage, output current and open 
circuit voltage respectively. RSeries characterize instantaneous voltage drop of the battery. The 
RC networks (RT_S , CT_S) and (RT_L , CT_L)  represent the short term and long term time constants 
of battery step response respectively.   
27  
Figure 3.4 : Electrical equivalent circuit of battery  
28  
All the non-linear circuit parameters of the battery model presented above are function of state 
of charge (SoC) of the battery and can be represented mathematically as follows [54]: 
          
2 335
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
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3.5 Modeling of Bidirectional Buck-Boost Converter for ESS 
Both battery and supercapacitor energy storage devices are connected to the DC bus through bi-
directional buck boost converter. The topology of the bi-directional buck-boost converter is 
shown in Figure 3.5. During buck mode the bidirectional converter charges the energy storage 
from DC link in one direction and transfers energy to the DC link capacitor in the other 
direction during boost mode. IGBTs are used as the switching devices in the circuit. The 
operation of the converter depends on the terminal voltage of the storage device and the DC link 
voltage. The main purpose of the bidirectional buck-boost converter is to regulate the DC link 
voltage at a certain reference value by charging or discharging. The inductor LST  is designed 
from the boost mode using following equations [55]. 
d
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The inductor ripple current when switch S1 is on is: 
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At steady state, ILST(on) = ILST(off) and T=Ton+Toff =1/fs 
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  (3.20) 
Where,  
VDC           : DC link voltage 
VST            : voltage across energy storage device 
d               : duty of the buck boost converter IGBT 
ILST(on)     : inductor ripple current when S1 is on 
ILST(off)     : inductor ripple current when S1 is off 
Ton            : IGBT on period   
Toff            : IGBT off period   
T              : switching period  
fs              : switching frequency  
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Figure 3.5 : Bidirectional buck boost converter for energy storage 
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3.6 Modeling of Voltage Source Converter 
The topology of three phase bidirectional voltage source converter is shown in Figure 3.6. The 
converter has six semiconductor switches (S1-S6) and it is connected to the AC side through 
interface reactor having inductance Ls and resistance Rs. The DC link capacitor CDC is connected 
to the DC side to smooth out the DC bus voltage. The power flow through the converter is 
controlled by proper switching of the semiconductor switches.  
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Figure 3.6 : Bidirectional voltage source converter 
 
30 The switches of the converter of each leg are operated in complementary fashion in order to 
avoid short circuit. The switching signals Sa, Sb and Sc are related with the switching states 
in the following manner 
31  
1 2
1 2
1         
 
0        
a
if S is ON and S is OFF
S
if S is OFF and S is ON
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
 (3.21) 
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32 The output voltage depends on the switching signals as follows 
ao a DCv S V  (3.24) 
bo b DCv S V  (3.25) 
co c DCv S V  (3.26) 
 
Where, vao,vbo and vco are the phase to neutral voltage of the converter. 
The output voltage vector can be written as  
22 ( )
3
ao bo cov v pv p v  

 (3.27) 
Where, 
2
3
1 3
2 2
j
p e j

     is a unitary vector representing 1200 phase displacement between 
phases. 
For three switching signals Sa, Sb and Sc there are eight switching states generating eight voltage 
vectors as shown in Table 3.1. It is seen that two voltage vectors (V0 and V7) being identical 
results only seven different voltage vectors. 
The bidirectional converter operates in two modes: rectification and inversion mode. In 
rectification mode power is transferred from AC side to DC side whereas in inversion mode 
power flows from DC bus to the AC side. The load current dynamics for both mode of 
operation is derived here. 
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Table 3.1 : Switching states and voltage vectors of VSC 
Switching States Space Voltage Vector 
Sa Sb Sc V  
0 0 0 
0 0V   
0 1 0 1
2
3
DCV V  
1 1 0 
2
1 3
( )
3 3
DCV j V   
0 1 0 
3
1 3
( )
3 3
DCV j V    
0 1 1 4
2
3
DCV V   
0 0 1 
5
1 3
( )
3 3
DCV j V    
1 0 1 
6
1 3
( )
3 3
DCV j V   
1 1 1 7 0V   
 
33  (a) Rectification mode 
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In this mode power flows from three phase AC side to the DC side. By applying Kirchhoff‘s 
voltage law to each phase of the AC supply side we get, 
sa
sa s s sa ao no
di
v L R i v v
dt
     (3.28) 
sb
sb s s sb bo no
di
v L R i v v
dt
     (3.29) 
sc
sc s s sc co no
di
v L R i v v
dt
     (3.30) 
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According to space vector definition, the voltage and currents can be expressed as follows 
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22 ( )
3
s sa sb scv v pv p v  

 
(3.31) 
22 ( )
3
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
 (3.32) 
22 ( )
3
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 (3.33) 
22 (1 ) 0
3
n nov v p p   

 (3.34) 
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Now, in terms of the space vectors, the AC system current dynamics can be written as 
v vss s s s
di
L R i
dt
  

 
 (3.35) 
 
The voltage vector of the converter v

 is related with the dc link voltage and switching state 
vector wS

 by following relation 
  w DCv S V

 (3.36) 
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The equation (3.35) can be rewritten in the following form 
1
( )s s s s
s s
di R
i v v
dt L L
   

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 (3.38) 
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(b) Inversion mode 
 
In this mode power flows from DC side to the AC grid. The load current dynamics for inverter 
mode of operation can be obtained following the same way as in rectification mode and given 
by following expression 
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3.7 Control Objective 
The main objective of the power management control strategy is to ensure power balance 
among different modules of the microgrid. Since the power generation from the renewable 
sources is unpredictable it is more likely to create instability in the microgrid. In this work a 
decentralized control strategy has been used for autonomous operation of the microgrid. The 
advantage of the proposed control technique is that it does not require any centralized controller 
and communication system and thus, increases the system reliability. 
3.8 Proposed Control Strategy 
Since the interconnections of microgrid with the utility grid as well as the different modules of 
microgrid subsystem are made through power electronic interfaces, the effectiveness of any 
energy management strategy depends on the proper control of these power electronic 
converters. Following sub-sections illustrate the implemented control strategy for interfacing 
power converters. 
3.8.1 Proposed Model Predictive Control of the Bidirectional VSC 
Different control techniques for grid side voltage source converter have been adopted such as 
synchronous reference frame based P-Q control [37] [56], direct power control (DPC) [57]–
[59], fuzzy logic control [60], sliding mode control (SMC) [61], internal model control (IMC)-
based control [62]. In this work model predictive controller has been used to control the grid 
voltage source converter. The application of model predictive control (MPC) for controlling 
power converter is gaining popularity compared to the classical controllers due to its simplicity 
and easy implementation [63], faster dynamic response and easy inclusion of constraints and 
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non-linearity. Another important advantage of the MPC compared to the classical controller is 
that it does not require any pulse width modulator [64]. 
In this work, finite control set model predictive control (FCS-MPC) has been proposed to 
control the power flow through VSC. The reference power for the VSC controller comes from 
grid operator during normal operating mode and from voltage regulator (Kv) when DC bus 
voltage is controlled by main grid. The control architecture is shown in Figure 3.7. The MPC 
algorithm takes advantages of discrete characteristic and finite set of switching pattern of the 
power electronic converters.  
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Figure 3.7 : Control architecture of VSC 
 
To formulate the MPC algorithm, a discrete time model of power converter is required. The 
discrete system model is used to predict the future input current for (m+1)
th
 sampling instant 
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based on the measured input current, grid voltage vector and converter voltage vector at m
th
 
sampling instant. The discrete time model has been obtained by approximating the input current 
derivative using forward Euler approximation for a sampling time of Ts as given below. 
( 1) ( )
s s s
s
di i m i m
dt T
 

  
 (3.40) 
 
The predicted input current at (m+1)
th
 sampling instant for rectification and inverting mode can 
be expressed as follows 
_ _  ( 1)   (1 ) ( ) [ ( ) ( )]
predict s s s
s rec s rec s
s s
R T T
i m i m v m v m
L L
    
   
 
(3.41) 
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   
 
(3.42) 
 
During real time implementation of MPC if the computation time is larger than the sampling 
time a delay will occur between the time of current measurement and actuation of new 
switching states. This delay will result in oscillation of converter load current around its 
reference value. To overcome this problem delay compensation has been included which 
predicts the current by shifting load model one step forward in time [65].  After delay 
compensation predicted current becomes as follows  
_ _  ( 2)   (1 ) ( 1) [ ( 1) ( 1)]
predict s s s
s rec s rec s
s s
R T T
i m i m v m v m
L L
       
   
 (3.43) 
_ _  ( 2)   (1 ) ( 1) [ ( 1) ( 1)]
predict s s s
s inv s inv s
s s
R T T
i m i m v m v m
L L
       
   
 (3.44) 
Transforming the voltage and current vectors into α-β reference frame the predicted input 
current can be written in the α-β co-ordinate as isα 
predict
 and isβ 
predict
 . 
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The basis of selecting optimum switching state in MPC is to minimize the error between 
reference variables and predicted variables. Therefore, a cost function J incorporating the 
predictive current and reference current is formulated. The cost function is expressed as the 
absolute error between reference and predicted current as follows 
 
 
predict predict
ref ref
s s s s
J i i i i
Minimize J
   
   
 (3.45) 
The reference current in α-β reference frame is computed from direct axis and quadrature axis 
reference currents obtained from following equations 
2
3
ref ref
d
d
i P
V
  (3.46) 
2
3
ref ref
q
d
i Q
V
   (3.47) 
Where, Vd is the direct axis component of AC grid voltage; P
ref
 is the reference real power and 
Q
ref
 is the reference reactive power. The steps of MPC are presented in the flow chart as shown 
in Figure 3.8. 
ESS remains in floating/charging mode when DC bus voltage is dominated by VSC. Reference 
power is generated by a lead-lag controller based outer voltage regulator.  The voltage regulator 
has been designed based on the DC voltage dynamics deduced from following power balance 
equation [66].  
21 + ( )
2
load DC grid PV
d
P CV P P
dt
   (3.48) 
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Where, Pload, Pgrid and PPV are the load power, grid demand and PV power respectively. 
. 
Voltage regulator has been designed by considering the load power and PV power as 
disturbance input. 
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Figure 3.8 : Flow chart of MPC for two level VSC  
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3.8.2 Control of the Bidirectional DC-DC Converter for ESS 
For interfacing storage devices to the common DC bus use of both isolated and non-isolated 
bidirectional DC-DC converter have been reported [67]. In this work, non-isolated bidirectional 
buck-boost converter has been used for its simpler design and better efficiency. The 
bidirectional buck-boost converter controls the DC bus voltage by charging/discharging energy 
storage. Two cascaded PI controllers serve the control objective. The reference current 
produced from outer voltage control loop is supplied to the low pass filter (LPF) to divide the 
reference current between battery and supercapacitor. Same control strategy has been adopted 
for battery and supercapacitor. The control architecture is shown in Figure 3.9. 
During boost mode, the converter switch S1 is on and S2 is off and energy storage is discharged 
and the opposite is true for buck mode of the converter. Converter model for buck mode is 
given in equation (3.49).  
 LL DC st
di
V L DV V
dt
    (3.49) 
 
Where, D, VL, iL , and Vst denotes the control variable, inductor voltage drop, inductor current 
and terminal voltage of storage device respectively.  
Inverse model control of buck-boost converter is used here [68].  In this mode of control, the 
target is to establish the equality between regulator output and voltage drop in the inductor. The 
linearization of the converter gives the transfer function as below 
 
( ) 1
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Transfer function of the inner current control loop without a filter is given by 
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Figure 3.9: Control architecture of ESS 
 
To ensure dynamics control a filter is used for reference current of inductor [68]. Then the 
closed loop transfer function becomes 
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The simplified transfer function is obtained as 
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The simplified transfer function is compared with the standardized second order transfer 
function given below 
 2
2
( ) 1
( )
1 2( )
1
L
if
Lref
ni ni
I s
F s
I s
s s

 
 
 
 
(3.55) 
 
Thus, the proportional and integral gain of the inner PI regulator are obtained as follows 
 
2
2pI ni
iI ni
K L
K L
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


 (3.56) 
 
Where, ni is the bandwidth of the inner current loop control which is bounded by the switching 
frequency ( sf ) of the converter as given below 
 
2
10
s
ni
f
   (3.57) 
 
Outer PI regulator generates reference current for DC bus voltage control based on the power 
balance equation expressed as below where Pstorage denotes storage power 
 
21  ( )
2
load DC grid storage PV
d
P CV P P P
dt
     
(3.58) 
3.8.3 Control of the DC-DC Buck Converter  
The PV array output depends on irradiation of the sun and the temperature which are varying in 
nature. The MPPT algorithm determines the PV output power each instant of time and modify 
the operating point to get the maximum available power. The buck converter controller 
generates the duty cycle to track the reference voltage generated from incremental conductance 
(IC) based MPPT algorithm. 
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7 Figure 3.10: PV curve with MPP 
The PV output power is given by 
 𝑃𝑃𝑉 = 𝐼𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑉  (3.59) 
 
At the maximum operating point (MPP), the derivative of PV power is zero. 
 
𝜕𝑃𝑃𝑉
𝜕𝑉𝑃𝑉
=
𝜕 𝐼𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑉 
𝜕𝑉𝑃𝑉
 = 0  (3.60) 
 
8  
The above equation can be reduced to the following form 
9  
 
𝜕𝐼𝑃𝑉
𝜕𝑉𝑃𝑉
= −
𝐼𝑃𝑉
𝑉𝑃𝑉
 (3.61) 
10  
The input to the MPPT algorithm is PV output voltage and current; based on the equation (3.61) 
the IC algorithm generates the reference voltage (Vref) for maximum PV output. The PV output 
voltage (𝑉𝑃𝑉 ) is compared with the reference voltage and the error is passed through a PI 
controller to generate the duty cycle of the buck converter. The structure of the buck converter 
controller is shown in Figure 3.11 
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11  
12 Figure 3.11: Buck converter controller 
13  
The output voltage of buck converter is given by 
 𝑉𝐷𝐶 = 𝐷𝑉𝑃𝑉  (3.62) 
14  
The control signal D for the buck converter in Laplace domain can be expressed as 
 𝐷 = 𝐾𝑃𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 +
𝐾𝐼
𝑠
𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟  (3.63) 
 
Where, Verror =Vref –VPV 
KP and KI      :    are the PI regulator gains 
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4 CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 Introduction 
 In order to investigate the performance of the proposed control strategy for the PV based DC 
microgrid, the control strategy and system model have been developed using RSCAD software 
and simulated using real time digital simulator (RTDS). 
RTDS is a digital electromagnetic transient power system simulator which is capable of 
simulating complex power system network with faster speed and higher accuracy. RTDS works 
with its software package RSCAD. The comprehensive library and graphical user interface of 
the RSCAD software enables user to develop complex power system networks and their control 
systems. Since RTDS works in real time it produces system behavior that characterizes the 
response of a physical network. Another advantage of this simulator is that it can also be 
interfaced with physical devices. More details about RTDS can be obtained from its developer 
RTDS Technologies Inc [69]. 
4.2 Operating Strategy 
Regarding operating strategy of the microgrid, both grid-connected and islanded mode of 
operation with different scenarios have been considered as given in Table 4.1. In the grid 
connected mode, microgrid delivers or receives power from the utility grid while maintaining 
all the power balance. 
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Table 4.1 : Microgrid Operating Modes 
Mode PV Status ESS VSC Bus Voltage 
Control 
Grid Connected 
(Day) 
MPPT Charging/discharging Inverting mode ESS 
Grid Connected 
(Night) 
Not Available Floating/Charging Rectifying mode VSC 
Islanded MPPT Discharging/charging Disconnected ESS 
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Two cases for grid-connected mode have been considered: day time operation and night time 
operation. During the period of day, PV works at maximum power point (MPP) and meets the 
demand of local load as well as demand sought from the main grid operator. To supply smooth 
power to the utility grid, the common DC bus voltage is controlled by the ESS by 
absorbing/supplying the power surplus/deficit. During night time, PV power becomes zero and 
microgrid receives power from the utility to meet the local demand. The dc bus voltage is 
regulated by the bidirectional VSC due to the uncertainty of the enough storage capacity of 
ESS. In this case, VSC works in the rectification mode and ESS remains floating or starts 
charging depending on the status of the charge. In case of islanded mode, the VSC is 
disconnected from microgrid. The PV still works in MPPT and microgrid enters into 
autonomous mode. ESS controls the DC bus voltage by charging/discharging depending on the 
PV output and local loads. 
4.3 RTDS Implementation of the System   
The system implementation includes both large time step (50 µsec) and small time step (2 µsec) 
components of RSCAD. The rating of the system parameters are presented in Table 4.2 and 
Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.2 : System Parameters 
Parameters Value 
Utility grid voltage (Vs)  110 V (rms) phase to ground 
DC link capacitance (CDC) 1000 µF 
DC link voltage (VDC) 300 V 
Reactor resistance (Rs) 0.1 Ω 
Reactor inductance (Ls) 10 mH 
Local load 1.8 kW 
Sampling time (Ts) 50 µs 
Lithium-ion Battery 100Ah/120 V 
Supercapacitor module 125 V/5 F 
PV panel 5.1 kW 
 
Table 4.3 : Parameter of the PV Array 
Parameter  Value 
Open circuit voltage 21.7 V 
Short circuit current      3.35 A 
Voltage at PMAX   17.4 V 
Current at PMAX 3.05 A 
Series connected modules(NSS) 24 
Parallel connected modules(NPP) 4 
PV array voltage at PMAX 417 V 
PV array current at PMAX 12.2 A 
PV array maximum power  5.1 kW 
Number of PV cells in each model 36 
Ideality factor of  PV diode, a 1.5 
Temperature Dependency factor 3 
Reference Temperature 25oc 
Temperature Coefficient of ISC  0.065 
Reference solar intensity   1000 W/m2 
 
The schematic of the DC microgrid as shown in Figure 4.1 is developed inside VSC bridge box 
using power system components of small time step library of RSCAD. 
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Figure 4.1 : Schematic of the system model 
 
 
Figure 4.2 : Three phase grid voltage generation  
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Figure 4.3 : Signal conversions  
The control system is developed using large time step components of the RSCAD control 
library. The schematics of the MPC based VSC control, and buck-boost DC-DC converter 
controls for ESS are presented in Figure 4.2- Figure 4.5. The model predictive control algorithm 
is first developed using C programming and then tested in the MATLAB/Simulink 
environment. The control block named ‗MPC Controller‘ as shown in Figure 4.4 is then built 
using ‗component builder‘ feature of RSCAD which enables Simulink to RSCAD conversion.  
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Figure 4.4 : Model predictive control of VSC 
 
Figure 4.5 : Control of energy storage converters 
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4.4 RTDS Based Simulation Results and Discussions 
During simulation study the local load of the microgrid has been assumed constant. The system 
is simulated for three different modes: grid connected (day), grid connected (night) and islanded 
as mentioned in Table 4.1. Different scenarios have been considered during each mode of 
simulation by changing PV power and grid power demand and possible mode transition. 
The controller performance has been tested to control the DC bus voltage thus maintaining 
power balance in the DC side as well as power flow control with utility grid. The simulation 
results of different modes are shown below.  
4.4.1 Grid Connected Mode (Day) 
In this mode, the microgrid is connected to the utility grid and ESS controls the DC bus voltage. 
Microgrid meets the reference power sought by the grid operator while maintaining the local 
load. ESS charges/discharges when PV power is greater/less than the local load plus grid 
demand. The transients caused by the variation in the PV generation or grid reference power are 
absorbed by the supercapacitor.  Simulated results are shown in Figure 4.6. 
The PV works in MPP and the local load remain constant at 1.80 kW as shown in Figure 4.6 (a). 
The sun irradiation is 700 W/m
2
 which produces PV power of 4 kW which greater than the local 
load plus utility grid demand (1 kW). The excess power is stored in the battery by charging. At 
2.08 seconds the reference power sought by grid operator increased to 2 kW which reduces the 
rate of charging of the battery. The transient caused by the sudden change in the grid reference 
power is suppressed by the supercapacitor with little fluctuation in the DC bus voltage as shown 
in Figure 4.6 (b). After 2 seconds, the PV power falls to 3.69 kW due to the reduction of the 
solar irradiation. At this case, battery starts discharging to meet the deficiency between 
generation and demand. Thus, ESS effectively plays its role of smooth power transfer through 
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VSC by suppressing transients and controlling the DC bus voltage. The performance of the 
MPC based VSC controller is also found satisfactory to track the reference power.   
15  
16 (a) Variation in PV power, load power and grid power 
17  
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18  
5 (b) Variation in battery power, supercapacitor power and DC bus voltage 
6  
      (c) Phase A voltage (phase to ground) and current variation 
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7      (d) Three phase input current variation  
 
Figure 4.6 : Simulation of grid connected mode (day) 
 
If the PV power is reduced during the cloudy day and at the same time load of the microgrid 
exceeds the aggregated capacity of PV and energy storage, there will be instability in the 
microgrid. The energy storage will no longer be able to support the DC link voltage. In this 
worst case the voltage source converter will regulate the DC bus voltage by importing power 
from utility grid to meet the power deficiency in the microgrid. The energy storage system will 
remain in the floating/charging mode in this case. Simulation results of this scenario are shown 
in Figure 4.7. 
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19 (a) Variation in PV power, load power and grid power 
 
20 (b) Variation in DC bus voltage 
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  (c) Phase A voltage (phase to ground) and current variation 
 
Figure 4.7 : Simulation of grid connected mode (day) with large increase in load 
 
As shown in Figure 4.7 (a), the PV power is reduced to 1.5 kW and load is increased to 3.7 kW. 
The power mismatch is 2.2 kW which is greater than the nominal load (1.8 kW) of the 
microgrid. As capacity of energy storage device is set to be close to nominal load it can not 
support the power mismatch for the prolonged time. Therefore, power is drawn from the utility 
grid to meet the power deficit. The load power is again increased to 5.3 kW at 1.2 seconds 
which increases the power import from utility grid. The oscillation in the DC bus voltage due to 
load disturbance is shown in Figure 4.7 (b) which shows that voltage is well regulated with 5.5 
percent variation. The relation between grid input current and voltage is 180 degree out of phase 
as shown in Figure 4.7 (c) which is opposite to the case of power exporting to the utility grid as 
shown in Figure 4.6 (c). 
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4.4.2 Islanded Mode  
In this case, microgrid enters into islanded mode from grid connected mode. The power transfer 
between microgrid and main grid reduces to zero. Reconnection of the microgrid with the utility 
has also been simulated. The ESS regulates common DC bus voltage to the reference value. 
Power exchanged with utility grid, load, PV, battery and supercapacitor power are shown in 
Figure 4.8.  
From Figure 4.8 (a) it is seen that islanding of the microgrid is triggered and after 1.0 second it 
is successfully reconnected to the main grid. The MPC controlled VSC strictly tracks the 
reference grid power before islanding (2 kW) and after reconnection (1.8 kW).  
 
(a) Variation in PV power, load power and grid power 
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8 (b) Variation in battery power, supercapacitor power and DC bus voltage 
  
     (c) Phase A voltage (phase to ground) and current variation 
 
Figure 4.8 : Simulation of islanded mode 
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During islanding period, the rate of charge of battery increases and the transient caused by the 
mode switching is suppressed successfully by supercapacitor (Psc) due its faster dynamic 
response. Phase A voltage and current of the main grid is shown in Figure 4.8 (c) which shows 
that current becomes zero at the instant of islanding. The fluctuation in the DC bus voltage 
caused by mode switching is shown in Figure 4.8 (b) which is negligible (less than 2%). Thus 
ESS successfully handles mode transition by regulating the DC bus voltage.  
Performance of MPC to regulate the power exchange through VSC is compared with PI 
controller. The grid power reference is varied from 2 kW to 1 kW as shown in Figure 4.9. 
 Both MPC and PI based VSC track the reference power with zero steady state error. However, 
PI controller exhibits overshoot during transient as well as larger settling time than MPC. On 
the other hand, MPC tracks the reference with faster dynamic response and zero overshoot.  
 
 
Figure 4.9 : Grid power with MPC and PI controlled VSC 
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4.4.3 Grid Connected Mode (Night) 
During night, the sunlight disappears causing zero PV power production and as the worst case it 
is assumed that the capacity of ESS has been reduced to the level that is not sufficient to meet 
the local load. The microgrid works in the grid connected mode and DC bus voltage is 
controlled by grid converter. The load is supplied by the utility grid which acts as a rectifier in 
this case and ESS remains in the floating mode. As shown in Figure 4.10 (a), PV power 
production becomes completely zero at the instant of 1.2 second increasing the power transfer 
from main grid from 1.57 kW to 1.8 kW to meet the microgrid load. 
The performance of the MPC based VSC to control DC bus voltage is compared against PI 
controlled VSC as shown in Figure 4.10 (c). 
 
(a) Variation in PV power, load power and grid power 
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(b) Battery and supercapacitor power  
 
 
(c) DC Bus Voltage with MPC based VSC 
 
Figure 4.10 : Simulation of grid connected mode (Night) 
 
It is seen that in regulating DC bus voltage PI controlled VSC exhibits larger overshoot and 
settling time compared to the MPC based VSC. Due to the faster dynamic response MPC based 
VSC controller regulates the bus voltage with little fluctuation caused by fall of PV power. 
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In addition to meeting the load power, the main grid supplies battery charging power. 
Simulation of the battery charging process is shown in Figure 4.11. For battery charging, widely 
used constant current constant voltage (CC-CV) method has been adopted. In CC-CV charging, 
at first battery is charged with constant current (CC) and then switch to constant voltage (CV) 
mode when battery voltage reaches to its upper threshold. The battery is charged for 15 minutes 
with an initial state of charge (SoC) of 70 percent. After 7.5 minutes (450 seconds) of charging 
at constant current (12A) when battery voltage touches its upper limit (125V), the rest of the 
charging is done in CV mode. The charging current is assumed positive. 
 
(a) Battery Voltage 
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(b) Battery charging current 
 
(c) Battery state of charge 
 
Figure 4.11 : Simulation of battery charging in grid connected mode (Night) 
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4.5 Real Time Hardware in the Loop Experiment 
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy experimental work is 
performed using real time hardware in the loop (RTHIL) setup. The arrangement for the RTHIL 
experiment is shown in Figure 4.12.  
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Figure 4.12 : Real time hardware in the loop arrangement 
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The proposed converter controllers are developed on dSPACE DS1103 controller board while 
the RTDS is used for simulation of plant model for microgrid. The RTDS and dSPACE 
exchange signals by their I/O connections. The controllers are implemented using the blocks of 
dSPACE tool box and SIMULINK. The dSPACE toolbox ―rti1103‖ is integrated with 
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SIMULINK which contains the blocks for receiving and sending signal from DS1103 board. 
After the controller is implemented, it is downloaded to the processor of board using ―Build 
Model‖ command and then the controller is ready to use for experimental work. The schematic 
of the system in RSCAD and controller in dSPACE are shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.13 : System model in RSCAD for RTHIL experiment 
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Figure 4.14: Schematic of Controllers implemented in dSPACE 
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4.6 Experimental Results 
All of the three simulation cases, case I: grid connected mode (day), case II: islanded mode, and 
case III: grid connected mode (night) are considered for experiment and obtained results are 
compared with that of the simulations.  
Case I: Grid connected mode (day) 
Same variations in the PV power and grid power demand as in the simulation are applied for 
experimental study. The resulting variations in the dc bus voltage, grid power, load power, and 
energy storage power are presented and compared with simulation results in Figure 4.15.  
Experimental results resemble the simulation results with negligible deviation which 
demonstrates satisfactory performance the proposed controllers. 
 
(a) Variation in PV power, load power and grid power 
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9 (b) Variation in battery power, supercapacitor power and DC bus voltage 
10  
Figure 4.15 : Experimental results of grid connected mode (day) 
 
Case II: Islanded mode 
In this case microgrid is islanded for 1 second and then reconnected to the grid again. The 
purpose of this experiment is to check the performance of the proposed controllers for smooth 
mode transition without affecting system stability. As seen from Figure 4.16, the transients 
caused by mode switching are suppressed by energy storage system and faster response of VSC 
controller. A good similarity between simulation and experimental results are achieved.  
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(a) Variation in PV power, load power and grid power 
 
11 (b) Variation in battery power, supercapacitor power and DC bus voltage 
12  
Figure 4.16 : Experimental results of islanded mode 
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Case III: Grid connected mode (night) 
Similar to the simulation study, PV power is set to zero in this test and performance of VSC 
controller is tested. As shown in Figure 4.17 (c), although higher oscillations are observed in the 
DC bus voltage than the simulation result it tracks the reference value well. Variation in the grid 
power is shown in Figure 4.17 (a) which also follows the simulation result. 
 
(a) Variation in PV power, load power and grid power 
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13 (b) Battery power and supercapacitor power  
 
(c) DC bus voltage variation 
 
Figure 4.17 : Experimental results of grid connected mode (night) 
 
The performance of the controllers is seen to be robust to maintain current and voltage 
regulation even in case of transients caused by PV power and grid power variations. 
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4.7 Performance Comparison of the Proposed Controller to Existing 
Methods in Literature 
In the grid connected mode, dc link voltage is controlled by energy storage system and power 
exchange with grid is controlled by VSC controller. The transient performance of the DC link 
voltage controller and VSC controller of reference [57] is compared with proposed control 
system. 
In reference [57], the power exchange through VSC is controlled by direct power control (DPC) 
based controller and DC link voltage is regulated by PI based bidirectional buck-boost converter 
controller. From Figure 4.18 it is seen that proposed MPC based VSC controller follows the 
reference grid power without any overshoot during transients. However, overshoots in the grid 
power are observed during each transition of grid power reference with DPC based controller 
presented in [57]. This proves the superiority of proposed MPC based controller. 
 
(a) Tracking of grid power in reference [57] 
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(b) Tracking of grid power reference with proposed MPC 
Figure 4.18 : Performance comparison of current controller  
 
(a) DC link voltage variation in reference [57] 
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(b) DC link voltage with proposed control 
 
Figure 4.19 : Performance comparison of voltage regulation  
 
 
The performance of the energy storage converter controller for voltage regulation is presented in 
Figure 4.19. It is clear from the DC bus voltage waveshapes that both proposed controller and 
controller of reference [57] perform well to regulate the bus voltage with little variation.  
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5 CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  
5.1 Conclusions 
DC microgrid has the potential for improving power system stability, reliability and efficiency. 
In this work, low voltage small scale DC microgrid with PV source and hybrid energy storage 
system is developed.  
Different control strategies for controlling DC microgrid are discussed. Among them 
decentralized control strategy without requiring any communication technology is proposed for 
the energy management in the microgrid. DC bus voltage is used for coordination among 
different modules of microgrid to maintain power balance during both grid connected and 
islanded modes of microgrid. This increases reliability by avoiding the use of communication 
links.   
Model predictive control of voltage source converter is proposed for regulating the power 
exchange between microgrid and utility grid. Frequency approach of power sharing is used to 
divide the low frequency and high frequency component of power between battery and 
supercapacitor respectively.  
Both grid connected and islanded modes of the microgrid are studied considering the variations 
in the PV power and grid power demand. Transients caused by the power variations in the 
microgrid are successfully suppressed by the proposed energy storage control system with little 
variation in the DC bus voltage. Proposed model predictive controller outperforms classical PI 
controller in regulating power exchange between microgrid and utility grid.   
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The proposed control strategies and system models are developed using RSCAD software and 
simulated in the real time environment using RTDS. The simulation results verify the 
effectiveness of the proposed control systems. Further, real time hardware in the loop (RTHIL) 
experimental results using RTDS and dSPACE demonstrate the suitability of the proposed 
control techniques for implementation in practical system.  
5.2 Future Work 
The suggestions for the future work are given below 
 During islanded mode, if load power is greater than PV plus storage capacity the 
microgrid will be unstable.  Automatic load shedding scheme can be developed in order 
to overcome this problem. 
 Islanding detection algorithms on AC microgrid are based on phase and frequency. Due 
the absence of phase and frequency those algorithms can not be applied in DC system.   
New methods for islanding detection for DC system can be developed. 
 Two modes of operation of microgrid complicate the design of protection schemes. 
Universal protection system for both modes can be studied and implemented. 
 Fault ride through capability of the microgrid can be studied. 
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